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Abstract 
An advanced model is proposed that can explain the function in short term adaptation. Associative 
temporal memory and the function of top-down attention are adopted in the model, in which 
consciousness and attention are defined as clearly different functions; consciousness is mainly defined 
as a process of learning as a whole system, and attention is defined as functions that quickly select 
resources with priority based on the information for learning. These functions work by complementing 
each other via associative temporal memory. As a result, consciousness and attention are explained as 
fundamental functions for an autonomous adaptive system to be efficiently and speedily adapted to an 
environment. Even though the model proposed here has a configuration similar to Global Workspace 
Theory (GWT) including Global Neural Workspace (GNW), it differs greatly from our model in its 
basic purposes and functions.  
 
Keywords: model of consciousness, model of attention, autonomous adaptation, global workspace 
theory, associative memory 
1 Introduction 
Although consciousness itself is a complicated function, consciousness and attention form 
complicated relations. Kinouchi and his colleagues have indicated that consciousness involves basic 
functions of learning for an autonomous adaptive system to be adapted to an environment as a whole 
system. The main characteristics of consciousness, such as time delay in the experiment by Libet [1], 
unity, and phenomenal consciousness were explained through their studies ( Kinouchi [2], Kinouchi et 
al. [3], Kinouchi and Kato [4]). However, although the previous model explained functions of 
consciousness in long term adaptation, this was insufficient to explain the function of consciousness in 
short term adaptation.  
An advanced model is proposed in this paper that can explain the function in short term adaptation. 
Associative temporal memory and the function of top-down attention are adopted in the model, in 
which consciousness and attention are defined as clearly different functions; consciousness is mainly 
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defined as a process of learning as a whole system, and attention is defined as functions that quickly 
select resources with priority based on the information for learning. These functions work by 
complementing each other via associative temporal memory. As a result, consciousness and attention 
are explained as fundamental functions for an autonomous adaptive system to be efficiently and 
speedily adapted to an environment. Even though the model proposed here has a configuration similar 
to Global Workspace Theory (GWT) including Global Neural Workspace (GNW) (Baars [5], Baars 
and Franklin [6],  Changeux and Dehaene [7], Dehaene and Changeux [8]), it differs greatly from our 
model in its basic purposes and functions.  
2 Modeling Method 
A. Basic design conditions  
      We assumed four basic design conditions for autonomous adaptation. 
 (i) The system must autonomously adapt as speedily as possible to a complex environment without an 
external teacher. This means that it must learn from its own experiences that consist of sequential 
perceptions, actions, and rewards in the environment as quickly and effectively as possible. 
 (ii) The system must have a learning control function that varies the system configuration itself based 
on a value evaluation mechanism, such as reward and punishment. 
(iii) Artificial neural nodes must mainly be implemented in the system.   
(iv) The system must reduce as many of its resources as possible, such as the nodes and energy used 
by the system itself. 
 
B. Basic configuration 
The basic configuration is outlined in Fig. 1. The four main characteristics are presented below. 
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Fig. 1   Basic configuration for system 
 
(i) Many processing flows are executed in parallel, and each flow is executed as quickly as possible.  
(ii) Important objects and appropriate actions are concurrently selected by the actor in one operation. 
(iii) The motor control module immediately drives motors on the basis of the decision from the actor. 
Learning activities in the system are simultaneously carried out.  
(iv) These activities are controlled by the basic control module. 
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C.  Classification of processing levels  
The processing by the system is classified into two flows, i.e., system and non-system- levels. The 
activities in system-level-processing are determined on the basis of information from the whole 
system, e.g., decisions on approach or avoidance by the system. Various pieces of perceived 
information need to be gathered from a wide area within the system and interact to execute these flows 
in the actor (Path A in Fig. 1). Various activities in non-system-level-processing, on the other hand, 
are directly controlled by corresponding local or restricted information (Path B in Fig. 1). 
 
D.  Basic method of learning and levels of learning activities  
System-level-learning activities are executed with an actor-critic method under the framework of 
reinforcement learning shown in Fig. 1 (Sutton and Barto [9]). The integration module and associative 
temporal memory function as an actor, and the evaluation mechanism in the basic control module 
functions as a critic. Learning that modifies the system itself is classified into two activities, i.e., 
system-level-learning and non-system-level-learning activities. System-level-learning activities are 
executed under the influence of the unique results of the evaluation mechanism in the basic control 
module as a whole system. However, non-system-level-learning activities are executed based on local 
activities. These two activities are not exclusive. 
3 Functions of the system 
A.  Functions mainly related to system-level-processing 
The perception module consists of sensor, sensor signal buffering, micro-feature, and concept 
nodes. The micro-feature nodes represent corresponding sensor signal patterns mainly from the 
environment via sensor signal buffering nodes. The concept nodes recognize concepts based on related 
micro-features. This module carries out two kinds of processing. The first is concept recognition in 
which a signal propagates from sensor to concept nodes, and the second is embodiment in which a 
signal propagates from concept nodes to sensor signal buffering nodes related to the concept nodes. 
The outputs of the concept nodes are transferred to the integration module via the associative temporal 
memory. The associative temporal memory temporally memorizes the signals from/to the integration 
module and has a function of associative recollection.  
The integration module is composed of interconnected massive neural nodes that correspond to 
objects/concepts and actions. The module selects a combination of a dominant situation and a likely 
advantageous candidate for an action in cooperation with the associative temporal memory. The 
dominant situation is represented by a couple of concept nodes. Selections are concurrently and 
speedily executed in a process of an approximate steepest descent method based on iterative 
interactions between nodes under the control of the basic control module at time t (Kinouchi and Kato  
[4]). The selected dominant situation and the candidate for an action are memorized in the associative 
temporal memory, and the candidate for an action is directly transferred to the motor control module. 
The integration module and the associative temporal memory operate as an “actor” in reinforcement 
learning. Processing flows executed in this module belong to system-level-processing. Then, the motor 
control module transmits orders to the motor for action. 
 
 B. Functions related to system-level-learning 
    The evaluation mechanism in the basic control module evaluates the actor’s output as a critic. The 
associative temporal memory not only functions as a memory that memorizes the information of 
system-level-learning but also as an active associative circuit based on previously stored memorized 
information. Although the functions of the integration module should not change each time learning 
occurs to avoid a lack of stability or overlearning, the system can  adapt to previous learning and 
speedily change system-level-processing by cooperating with associative temporal memory.   
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    (We assume it is equivalent to remembrance by working memory to recollect the content of 
associative temporal memory and to display the content on the screen of images. The main function of 
working memory is mainly achieved by the associative temporal memory and the screen of images.)    
     The learning control in the basic control module determines the execution of system-level learning 
based on the importance of output of the actor. When executing system-level learning, the system 
modifies the output of the actor and rememorizes it in associative temporal memory. This operation is 
performed by “reverberation” in which the screen module, the recognition module, and associative 
temporal memory work together mutually. Bidirectional cyclic operation is performed in the 
reverberation. One direction is processing, which reflects the actor’s output to the screen. In this case, 
information flows into the screens via the related conceptual nodes and micro-feature nodes from the 
associative temporal memory. Another direction is processing that reflects the content of the screens to 
the associative temporal memory. In this case, information flows into the associative temporal 
memory via the related micro-feature nodes and conceptual nodes from the screens. Stimuli from the 
real world are simultaneously input into the screen of  real world, but are not input into the screen of 
images. Since figures in the screen of images are only depicted by information decoded from micro-
feature nodes and the conceptual nodes, then they are blurred with low resolution. This operation is 
performed as two or more mutual cyclical stimulations, and the result of the output is stored in the 
associative temporal memory again. The system concurrently modifies the weight of the nodes in the 
perception module as a part of system-level learning. (In addition, the episodic memory module 
sequentially memorizes information mainly buffered in the associative temporal memory. This 
information is used later for a kind of long term system-level learning.) 
      We assumed that our conscious experience would occur at the moment of the reverberation for 
system-level learning. We feel the screen of the real world, the screen of the images, and states of 
evaluation. Information on the screen of real world corresponds to real-time information in real space, 
the situation, and our body as actual phenomena. Information on the screen of images corresponds to 
thinking or recollected images inside our brains. The states of evaluation correspond to states of mind 
as emotional phenomena inside our brains. (Kinouchi and Kato [4]).       
 
C. Functions for attention 
Attention in this paper is defined as a function that uses resources selectively with priority based 
on the information of system-level learning stored in associative temporal memory after the 
reverberation that was previously described. Attention is classified as top-down and bottom-up 
attention (Knudsen [10], Lawrence [11]). We have focused on top-down attention in this paper.    
Attention control in the basic control module sends the control signals that order the resources 
related to the content of associative temporal memory to become easy to activate. These control 
signals are usually sent continuously during two or more actor cycles; they then gradually weaken and 
then stop. When stronger learning information appears when these signals are sent, attention control 
stops to send current signals, and starts to send new signals based on the stronger learning information. 
When important learning occurs for a certain object, the system can process the object 
automatically with priority after that by using this attention control. Then the system-level-learning for 
the same object with priority is able to continue over a certain time. This means that attention affects 
conscious experiences. Consciousness and attention work influencing mutually. 
 
4 Processing in system-level learning with attention 
The processing steps are outlined below.  
Step 1: Perception of objects 
  Perception by micro-feature and concept nodes are executed. 
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Step 2: Calculation of nearly optimum plan P(t) by using iteration at time t 
  The dominant situation and advantageous candidates are selected by iterative calculations based 
on a steepest descent method through the cooperation of the integration module and associative 
temporal memory outlined in Fig. 2.  Although massive neural nodes and memories are 
interconnected, efficient calculations are executed by appropriately weighting or selection based on 
attention. This method is positioned as an extended model of the Brain-State-in-a-Box (BSB) with 
stimulation or suppression signals reflecting the situation from the basic control module (Haykin [12]).  
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Fig. 2  Calculation of nearly optimum plan by using integration module and associative temporal memory 
 
Step 3-1: Calculation of total reward   
The evaluation mechanism estimates E(P(t)), which is the expected reward of plan P(t), and it 
evaluates real reward Rreal(t) as a critic. Total reward Rtotal(t) at time t is then calculated.   
                   ( ) ( ( 1)) ( ( )) ( )total realR t E P t E p t R t= − − +          (1)   
Rtotal(t) corresponds to temporal difference (TD) error in reinforcement learning.  
 
Step 3-2: Execution of system-level learning according to total reward      
When Rtotal(t) is sufficiently high, and the screen module, micro-feature nodes, and sensor signal 
buffering nodes belonging to selected objects are not engaged in other work that has higher priority, 
learning control in the basic control module executes system-level learning. Total reward Rtotal(t) is 
used in executing system-level learning as a teacher signal and information on the screens is fixed as 
invariant elements, which should not be modified in whole system learning at that time.     
Node groups located between the associative temporal memory, perception module, and screen 
module, stimulate one another, thereby causing a reverberation or a kind of resonance between nodes. 
Connection weights between nodes are modified according to teacher signal Rtotal(t) and the 
information in associative temporal memory is also modified based on the reverberation. Connection 
weights between nodes in the related modules are slightly modified at that time t to cope with the 
stability-plasticity dilemma. Information in the associative temporal memory modified by the 
reverberation is used for two kinds of learning as compressed information after time t+1. The first is 
for making it affective in operations of the actor after time t+1, as shown in Fig. 2. The second is for 
memorizing it to the episodic memory in the long term. We can speedily and quickly change 
subsequent actions with the former usage, according to the content we were conscious of. In addition, 
when Rtotal(t) is higher than the previous one, attention control changes the subject of attention into the 
subject that is learned at time t. The system is able to speedily adapt to quickly changing situations 
through this cooperation between system-level learning and attention. However, the information items 
in the episodic memory with the latter usage are recalled when the system is not in a busy state, such 
as when it is in a sleep-like state. Recalled information slowly and repeatedly modifies the connection 
weights of the actor and critic. 
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Step 4: System-level processing based on content of associative temporal memory 
Content memorized in associative temporal memory is able to be cyclically input into the 
integration module in the same way as output from the perception module and it is able to execute 
system-level processing and system-level learning without using stimuli from the environment. We 
assumed that this process corresponded to daily thinking in our brain. 
5 Summary and Discussion 
A model of primitive consciousness and attention aimed at speedy autonomous adaptation was 
proposed, where consciousness was mainly defined as a process of learning as a whole system, and 
top-down attention was defined as functions that quickly select resources with priority based on the 
information of learning that corresponds to conscious content. When important conscious experience 
occurs for a certain object, the system can process the object automatically with priority after that by 
using the attention mechanism. Based on the same mechanism conscious experiences are affected by 
attention. Consciousness and attention work influencing mutually. 
Given that the associative temporal memory and integration module functioned as a kind of Global 
Workspace, our model and GWT had similarities. However, GWT including GNW did not clearly 
distinguish system-level-learning from system-level-processing, and assumed that the purpose of 
“broadcasting in GWT”, which resembles reverberation as a phenomenon, was information sharing 
between processors (Baars [5], Baars and Franklin [6], Changeux and Dehaene [7], Dehaene and 
Changeux [8]). We assumed that the main aim of the phenomenon of the reverberation in the 
conscious state in brain would not be broadcast information, but provide indispensable learning 
operation as a whole brain. 
We are now programming a system simulator to clarify operational characteristics of the model. 
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